
1. Abandon

2. Absorb

3. Abuse

4. .Accelerate

5. Achieve

6. Acquire

7. Address

8. Admire

9. Adopt

10. Affect

11. Allocate

12. Alter

13. Analyse

14. Appreciate

15. Attain

16. Attract

17. Ban

18. Bear

19. Boost

20. Break

21. Cancel

22. Catch

23. Cause

24. Celebrate

25. Challenge

26. Change

27. Collect

28. Combat

29. Concentrate
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attempt, career, child, convention, effort, homestead, hope, idea, pet, 

policy, principle, proposal, rationality, search, tradition, vehicle, wife 

culture, idea, information 

alcohol, authority, drug, power, substance 

change, development, gro\.vth, pace, rate, speed, trend 

aim, effect, feat, goal, growth, objective, purpose, success, target 

information, knowledge, opportunity, skill, status 

issue, 1natter, problem, question, subject 

courage, quality, skill, view, work 

attitude, idea, measure, method, plan, policy, practice, rule, technique 

behaviour, decision, life, outcorne, perfonnance, quality 

expenditure, fund, 1noney, seat, time, work 

behaviour, fact, life, perception, policy, relationship 

behaviour, impact, performance, problem, result 

beauty, effort, point, support, value, work 

degree, gou], objective, position, status, target 

attention, audience, criticis1n, effort, interest, investment, support 

advertising, book, drug, pracli.ce, weapon 

burden, cost, fruit, gn1dge, halhnark, rese1nblance, responsibility, 

similarity 

confidence, econo1n:y, ituage, incon1e, 111.orale, perfonnance, profit, value

contract, deadlock, habit, la\.v, promise, record, rule, silence, tradition 

agreement, appointlnent, booking, holiday, meeting, trip, visit 

attention, breath, bus, cold, disease, eye, fire, flight, glimpse, plane, train 

accident, change, concern, da.mage, difficulty, harm, loss, pain, problem, 

trouble 

achievement, anniversary, birthday, centenary, day, event, festival, 

holiday, occasion, success, victory, \Vedding, year 

authority, claitn., decis1011, idea, notion, vie\V 

attitude, behaviour, direction, face, habit, mind, situation, subject 

data, evidence, infonnation, rent, tax, thought 

crime, crisis, disease, drug, inflation, problem, tTagedy, terrorism, violence 
. � 

effort, attention, energy, mind, power 
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95. + Support emotional, financial, moral, mutual, political, popular, public, social, 

strong, technical, widespread 

96. + Technology advanced, alternative, digital, high, late, medical, modem, new 

97. + Understanding basic, better, clear, deep, full, general, mutual, proper, real, sufficient,

thorough 

98. + Use best, civilian, different, ful1, good, great, heavy, increasing, industrial, 

personal, private, recreational, regular, suitable, widespread, wrong 

99. + Well-being

JOO. + Year

economic, emotional, general, tnaterial, mental, personal, physical, 

psychological, social 

current, early, financial, fiscal, follo,v.ing, fonnative, late, past, previous, 

recent 
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